PRESS RELEASE
Mira Technology Park breaks new ground as work
begins on Haldex facility
Landskrona, Sweden and Birmingham, UK, January 20, 2014
Building work officially began today on the new 25,500 sq ft bespoke facility being built for
Haldex, at MIRA Technology Park in Hinckley. To celebrate, a ground-breaking ceremony was held
with a number of senior representatives from both companies.
The event, which took place on the ground where Haldex’s European Technical Centre will be located,
was also marked by the announcement that the firm has already filled several of its technical roles to be
based at the Centre.
The Technical Centre, expected to open during the final quarter of 2014 will create a European research
and development base for Haldex’ global product offer, and will include laboratory facilities as well as
providing Haldex engineers direct access to MIRA’s own test facilities and engineering expertise.
Bo Annvik, President and CEO at Haldex, said: “Our new UK R&D Centre will reflect our dedication in
creating innovative solutions with the highest safety standards. MIRA’s test track is one of the most used
test tracks within Haldex today. With the new building in place engineering and testing will be co-located
which will result in shorter development cycles and improved customer responsiveness. We are thrilled
that the construction now has started.”
George Gillespie, CEO at MIRA Ltd, said: “Haldex is a great addition to the fast developing technology
cluster within the Technology Park, and we are delighted that several of the high tech jobs required at the
site - which include design and software engineers - have already been filled.
Haldex, by deciding to be based at MIRA Technology Park, really are placing themselves at the very
heart of Europe’s automotive research and development community. We are certainly very excited to
watch their journey as they build, and then run, their state-of-the-art new European Technical Centre here
at the site.”
About MIRA
MIRA Ltd is a world-leader in advanced engineering, research and product testing. Over the past 67
years it has grown into a truly international organisation with facilities located around the world. MIRA’s
work spans the Automotive, Defence, Aerospace and Rail industries and includes the development of
ground-breaking low carbon vehicle technologies.
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Haldex (www.haldex.com), headquartered in Landskrona, Sweden, is a provider of proprietary and innovative solutions to the global
commercial vehicle industry, with focus on products in vehicles that enhance safety, environment and vehicle dynamics. Haldex is
listed on the Nasdaq OMX Stockholm Stock Exchange and had net sales of approx 3.9 billion SEK in 2012. The number of
employees amounts to about 2,200.

